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Abstract—Due to the rapid growth of business processes digitalization, enterprise applications cover more and more business and daily life functions thus becoming more complex. Complex enterprise applications often deal with low users’ satisfaction of usability. This problem can be solved by implementing adaptation algorithms in enterprise applications, so they can be adjusted for specific context situations and specific users’ needs. Some adaptation logics representation techniques are complex and require specific knowledge and skills to manage and modify adaptation process. In this paper rule based adaptation approach is introduced where rules are used as means to manage and modify adaptation process. Rules are easy to read and understand, thereby rule based adaptation should ensure elastic, transparent and easy administrable adaptation process. The goal of this paper is to test this statement by carrying out a comparative adaptation logics representation evaluation experiment. During the experiment participants are required to complete tasks which include different forms of adaptation logics representation (code, rules and models). Experiment results are analyzed by qualitative and quantitative measures such as users’ understandability of applications behavior when adaptation case occurs and users’ satisfaction with adaptation logics representation. Experiment results are summarized and are to be used for further development of the study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Adaptation can be defined as any process which modifies or extends the behavior of the system in order to improve its interactions with the surrounding parts of the system [1]. Adaptation of enterprise applications is one of the solutions how to improve applications’ performance [2] and users’ satisfaction [3]. Adaptation algorithms can be represented and implemented in different forms, e.g. software code, models and business rules.

McKinley et al. [4] summarize different software tools and technologies which allow to write self-modifying code and develop built-in adaptation mechanisms. For such systems adaptation code can be implemented in applications middleware level. Such approach ensures transparent adaptation process but leads to limitation that this approach can be used only if applications are written against the specific middleware platform. Adaptation algorithms can be also implemented in applications functional code, but this approach leads to the complex functional code management.

Models can help to bridge the gap between developers and stakeholders as they can be understood by stakeholders without specific IT knowledge as well as can be executed by system components typically in model driven development approaches [5]. Understandability level can be increased by using text-based syntaxes in models thought developers prefer them to graphical editors [6].

Rule based systems development began in the 1960’s [7] and are still evolving in different directions such as expert systems [8], software configuration management systems [9] and adaptation systems [10]. Rules are attributed with a lot of advantages mainly related to their form which is easy to read, easy to understand by both – humans and computer system components, easy to modify and manage [11] – [13]. Rule based adaptation systems also have some shortcomings and limitations. Zacharias in [14] reports rule based system developers survey results which outline problems related to tool support for such systems development, debugging difficulties and run-time performance problems. Also problems with managing large amount of rules and dealing with conflicting rules should be considered when developing rule based adaptation systems [15]. Each adaptation logics representation format has some advantages and disadvantages. Adaptation logic expressed in a form of code is easier to develop and implement, while models and business rules improve communication between humans and software components, but often deal with implementation and development difficulties. In this paper emphasis is put on rule based adaptation by evaluating such adaptation approach’s comprehension and ease of use in comparison of other adaptation logic representation
formats. The objective of this paper is to report the results of an experiment during which comparative evaluation of different adaptation logics representation (code, models and business rules) was carried out. Experiment results are analyzed by qualitative and quantitative measures.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the rule based adaptation approach which ensures adaptation process in a form of business rules. In section III experiment design is given. Section IV summarizes experiment results and in Section V concluding remarks and future challenges are discussed.

II. RULE BASED ADAPTATION APPROACH

We have developed a context-aware rule based adaptation approach [16] which combines context monitoring, defining software entities dependencies of contextual situations data and software entities adaptation in a form of business rules. For applications adaptation purposes a separate adaptation administration module can be built and integrated with enterprise applications. This approach does not require interfering in applications code thus ensuring independent and easy administrable adaptation process.

Adaptation process includes two different types of adaptation rules: context dependency rules describe software entities dependencies of context data and can be used to determine the amount of context data that needs to be monitored and stored for further processing in adaptation process. Context dependency rules can be derived from context sources by data mining methods. Adaptation rules define an adaptation task which should be executed when particular context situation occurs. Main concepts for this adaptation approach are summarized in concepts model shown in figure 1. Adaptation rules allow to manage adaptation process by defining new rules, modifying existing rules, deleting rules or changing rules weights. Adaptation rules can be manually defined and when there will be accumulated enough historical data about adaptation rules performance, machine learning methods can be applied to generate new adaptation rules automatically.

In the proposed approach semantic form of event-condition-action rules is used for adaptation rules. Each adaptation rule can be described as IF (context situation) THEN (adaptive action). Adaptation rules also include parameters such as adaptive action input data and expected user action. Adaptation rule concepts model is shown in figure 2.

III. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

An experiment was carried out to test the hypothesis regarding the rule based adaptation: Rules as adaptation format ensure transparent, elastic, easy understandable, modifiable and manageable adaptation process which can be administered by users without specific IT skills. The goal of the experiment was to test how different user groups understand different adaptation logic representation formats and how they evaluate simplicity and perceptibility of these formats.

The experiment was developed using online survey tool. It consisted of 6 different tasks. In each task an
adaptation case was described in different adaptation logics representation form – software code, model or business rule (see task examples in figures 3 – 5). Each adaptation task included context situation in which adaptation task should be initiated and executed in application with given adaptation action input data. For each task participants were asked to: (1) describe in free text form applications behavior when adaptation case occurs; (2) evaluate how easy it was to understand applications behavior in given adaptation task representation format. For (1) participants answers were later analyzed by qualitative measures and was rated by 3 points system where 0 refers to complete incomprehensibility, 1 refers to partial comprehensibility and 2 refers to complete comprehensibility of adaptation task. For (2) a linear Likert scale was used with values from 1 to 5 where 1 refers to strongly disagree that adaptation case was easy comprehensible and 5 refers to strongly agree that adaptation case was easy comprehensible.

In total 20 participants completed the experiment. Testable hypothesis determines that rule based adaptation is easier to understand and manage by users without specific IT knowledge and skills because adaptation cases are described in natural language form – business rules. Accordingly 10 participants were students and/or specialists from IT field (further group_1) and 10 participants were specialists from other fields without specific IT knowledge and skills (further group_2).

Online experiment tool also registered the time each user spent on execution of the experiment with a purpose of determining whether there is difference between two participant groups regarding the time needed to be used to understand and complete adaptation task.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

It took on average 18 minutes to complete the experiment (group_1 average 21 minutes and group_2 average 15 minutes). Difference between groups regarding average time spent to complete the experiment can be explained by the fact that participants with IT skills and knowledge tried to understand adaptation tasks in form of software code while participants without IT knowledge mostly marked they do not understand the adaptation task and did not spent time on examining the software code.

In each task participants were asked to describe applications behavior based on given adaptation case. Each answer was subsequently analyzed by qualitative measures and rated from 0 – 2 where 0 – complete incomprehensibility, 1 – partial comprehensibility and 2 – complete comprehensibility. Mean scores for each adaptation format were calculated and results are summarized in figure 6. Results showed that group_1 demonstrated a good understanding of software code and participants were able to describe applications behavior when defined context situation will occur and adaptation task will be executed. Adaptation cases in a form of models created a lot of confusion for both groups while all participants demonstrated very good understanding of adaptation cases described in a form of business rules.
After completing each task of the experiment, participants were required to evaluate the comprehensibility of the given tasks adaptation logics representation format by rating their agreement to the statement *I understood applications behavior in the given adaptation case* using linear scale from 1 – 5 where 1 refers to *strongly disagree* and 5 refers to *strongly agree*. Figure 7 shows mean values of evaluation results.

Results showed that participants with IT knowledge (group_1) evaluated adaptation tasks in a form of code more understandable and simple than participants without specific IT knowledge (group_2), but still rate was low (average 1.95 out of 5). In order to read, understand and modify built-in adaptation process, adaptation administrator should be familiar with specific programming language and development technology which limits the simplicity of such adaptation logics representation format management even for users from IT field.

Participants evaluation of adaptation models comprehensibility were average 2.4 out of 5, but the actual correctness of the answers to tasks where adaptation was described in form of models were low (see figure 6). Comprehension level of adaptation models can be dependent of modelling syntax. In order to increase the level of comprehension for adaptation models as adaptation logics representation format, adaptation tasks should also include some explanation about model components and syntax.

Experiment results showed that participants did well with tasks where adaptation logics were represented in a form of business rules. Participants demonstrated good comprehension of applications behavior when defined context situation will occur as well as highly appreciated tasks simplicity and intelligibility. Results quite slightly differed between both participant groups as business rules are described in a form close to natural language and there are no specific knowledge required to read, understand and manage them.

In figure 8 participants agreement to the statement *I understood applications behavior in the given adaptation case* using Likert scale is shown. Diagram shows that 25% of participants strongly agreed to the statement regarding business rules while none of the participants strongly agreed to the statement regarding software code which certifies rules comprehensibility.

Overall experiment results allowed to test the hypothesis regarding rule based adaptation process transparency and comprehensibility which are important characteristics of adaptation process management. Experiment results also allowed to compare adaptation process comprehensibility for different adaptation logics representation formats.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we report the results of experiment during which the comprehensibility and simplicity of different adaptation logics representation formats were tested and analyzed. Results outlined an important advantage of using business rules as adaptation means for adaptive enterprise applications. Comparing to software code and adaptation models, rules demonstrate an ability for fast and simple adaptation management process since
rules are expressed in natural language form thus are easy understandable for humans without any specific IT knowledge in the same time being readable and executable by software components. Nevertheless code would be more expressive than rules if complex adaptation cases should be implemented.

Despite the good characteristics of rules as adaptation means, they still lead to various difficulties such as relatively complicated development of rules execution mechanisms as well as challenges with rules run-time performance measures and assessment of the efficiency of the adaptation process.

So far in our research we have developed context aware rule based adaptation approach and tested the comprehensibility of such adaptation process. Further work will focus on rules run time performance evaluation and adaptation approach’s overall evaluation regarding its effectiveness and usefulness.
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